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Urban Oasis 
In DC's wholesale market district, Masseria is an enclave of cool comfort 

 
In the gritty heart of Washington's labyrinth of wholesale grocery and general merchandise markets, a stone's throw 
from Union Market, the hip gourmet food hall looming in the next block, you notice the name in understated neon, 
glowing discreetly at the edge of a high, horizontally timbered wall: the Michelin-starred Masseria .   
 
Chef Nick Stefanelli took the name from the walled agricultural estates where his family has roots, in the Puglia region of 
southern Italy. In Stefanelli's cooking and in its atmosphere, Masseria combines the rusticity of the Italian countryside 
with a more modern sensibility, all informed by the chef-owner's keen sense of style and design, honed by his youthful 
studies in the fashion industry. Working with the design firm Grupo-7, he's achieved in the atmosphere the unstudied 
brilliance for which his cooking is already known. Natural wood surfaces meet cement and steel, and moments of high 
refinement encounter plenty of authentic grit. That script neon logo, appearing elsewhere in "Celeste Blue" -- the paint 
color associated with Italian army equipment and Bianchi bicycles -- was handwritten by Stefanelli's mother. At Masseria, 
it's all relevant, cool, and comfortable.   
 
The massive rust-colored door in the front wall swings open to reveal a long, deep, lush courtyard, bordered by the 
same high walls of horizontal wood beams; at 1,500 square-feet it's nearly as spacious as the interior. Long steel planters 
filled with ornamental grasses, aromatic herbs, and splashes of bright wildflowers delineate the various seating areas. To 
either side, atop rectangular pools of gravel, sit armless grey sectional sofas on black platform bases, circular cocktail 
tables tiled in mod patterns, and a trio of airy woven chairs: the perfect spot to indulge in a selection from Masseria's 
cigar menu. Equipped with blankets in cooler weather, and low Mendocino fire tables from Restoration Hardware, the 
courtyard offers open-air European ambiance, three-quarters of the year.  
 
Continuing forward, the cement path through the gravel flooring gives way to a riot of color and geometry underfoot, in 
a stunning expanse of buffed Mediterranean tile in a bright, bold stylized wave pattern of green and aqua on white. 
Overhead at this point, a retractable white pleated awning stretches across a frame of steel I-beams, providing shade 
and shelter in this dining zone adjacent to the building; multiple strings of Edison bulbs zig-zagging the length of it add 
a festive air: channel Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck in Roman Holiday as you quaff a signature Italian-inspired 
cocktail. The rugged wood tabletops are held by black metal bases of a vintage appearance; one six-top is entirely 
rough-hewn and would look right at home in a nineteenth century workshop or barn.  Hans J. Wegner's iconic 1949 
Wishbone Chairs add a note of vintage architectural style to the mix, as do a pair of refined wooden benches on 
delicate metal frames.  To the left, in the wall of the restaurant, a large black-framed window lifts to reveal outside 
access to the bar, with bent-wood stools sitting at its Carrara marble surface. 
 
Through the door, you come face-to-face with an 18th century drawer-filled dentistry worktable that serves as the 
hostess stand. To the left, a counter of Carrara marble over wood cabinetry leads to the interior portion of the bar, 
another expanse of the grey-veined white marble. It's lit by a row of six blown-glass bell jar pendants hanging from 
lengths of rustic knotted rope. Light in the dining room beyond comes from mirrored bulbs in a grid of enameled 
shades, installed flush against the open industrial ceiling with exposed ductwork and pipes creating a maze of 
geometric pattern. The floor is a natural-colored concrete, ground down to expose the aggregate, like an old-world 
terrazzo surface. Among the square wood two- and four-tops in the dining room gleams a single white oval Saarinen 
Tulip Table. Tubular metal dining chairs with sturdy leather sling-seats from Restoration Hardware infuse a shot of 
machine-age cool. Two long banquettes stretch far back in to the space, with brown distressed leather seats and soft 
blue mohair backs; the channel stitching of the custom design is reminiscent of the seats of a 1950s Ferrari: settle in for 
a culinary ride worthy of the Italian-chic setting!  Above and next to the western banquette are wine racks in glass-
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fronted cabinets. The facing wall is a remarkably beautiful expanse of artful cinderblock masonry, interspersed here and 
there with a tight mosaic of brick work.   
 
Stefanelli's open kitchen gleams with high-end stainless steel at the back of the space, against a wall faced floor-to-
ceiling in translucent aqua-glazed subway tiles. A marble counter facing the action in the kitchen seats six, and a rustic 
wood six-top echoing the one outside serves as the chef's table, anchored with a substantial chair at each end. The 
restrooms themselves reveal the chef's attention to detail, and his Italian flair: amid the enclaves of crackled white 
subway tile and smoked mirrors, he's placed a custom made candle blended to his own scent specifications:  Blood 
Orange, Rosemary, and Sea Salt.   
 
Tabletop at Masseria, the farmhouse-meets-industrial style gets up-close-and personal. Frette napkins in cheery yellow 
and white checks evoke the casual elegance of Italy. The black-and-white vintage pattern of the Rosenthal china might 
have been sourced from a handful of Italian grandmothers. Kishu charcoal-filtered water is unique to the Washington, 
DC dining experience. Dramatic glassware graces the table, from the black beveled stemless water glass to the wine 
stemware by Riedel. Candles in mercury glass containers illuminate each table with a flame from within, and dancing 
reflections without. Bread service begins with fresh Foccacia offered in rustic stained boxes, and takes a witty turn with 
Taralli dangling off white ceramic octopus ring-holder baskets from Anthropologie. Octopus are plentiful off the coast 
of Puglia, where Stefanelli has swum with them, becoming so taken with the form that he had it tattooed on his shoulder 
[in a big way.] In the kitchen, it'll be covered by the natty uniform, a classic white chef's jacket under a denim apron. 
Front-of-the house staff sport navy blue pants, white dress shirts with navy knit ties [scarves for the women,] and comfy 
Superga tennis shoes -- Italy's answer to Chuck Taylors.   
 
Welcome to the Italian countryside, where it intersects with an urban warehouse district. Welcome to Masseria. 
 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé – 703.534.8100 
president | simoneink, llc 
simone@simonesez.com 
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